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the pivotal purpose is to absorb in itself spirit and 
to keep people history. Life sources are connected 
with each other, allow to feel that degree which 
influences to youth development in culture. The 
main reason is not schooling of children to creativ-
ity from early age. How much there will be cultural 
a person so will relations are combined with peo-
ple also it will be and is polite. And formation of 
character opinion and cultural values is connected 
by the people. Works of great thinker-philosopher 
S. Kudaiberdyuly such as: “Ush anyk”, “Akyl de-
gen olsheusyz bir zharyk nur”, and “Jan men dene 
һam konil”, “Anyk pen tanyk” etc. are full of philo-
sophical reason on the person. Shakarym has been 
afflicted by that the person comes on this light “per-
son”, and can’t keep this condition of cleanliness 
to the death and has told:“ I was born as a person 
and to die as the person – my dream ”. The person 
perceives abstraction – thanks to pure reason can 
note useful from the harmful. A soul support – con-
science. Conscience is an honesty, justice, mercy, 
and smothering it that never disappears, not de-
stroyed, and to become all above and above” – told 
Shakarym in his thoughts. Thanks to works of great 
thinkers develops wisdom of the person, individual-
ity, special fitness, special diligence, special ability, 
a special habit at restoration of the future experts. 
The known scientific Kant has told: the person 
should be the person to live life as the person at any 
situation it should remain the person who shows a 
way of these philosophies separately. It is philoso-
phy – wisdom. We can find it at Socrat’s, Ybyray’s 
and at Abay’s thoughts. On Socrat reasoning wis-
dom is the world. To understand itself and others to 
concern all with understanding.

For example, “good qualities and then all will 
be to you under a hand” (J. Balasagun) are necessary 
to the Live person, “Be cruel, let doesn’t go on and 
if there will be a good education also the child will 
grow up brought up” (J. Balasagun), “Knowledge 
received in the childhood, which help desirable re-
sult with the future” (J. Balasagun), “Learn children 
to mind and reason, and let good character develops 
together with dexterity” (J. Balasagun), “Think that 
waits for you ahead, desirable it is possible achieve 
only holding a correct way” (Firdausi), “Be sincere 
both soul and a body” (Y. Altynsarin), “Humanity 
of the person depends on mind, a science, the good 
father, good mother, the good friend and from the 
good instructor” (A. Kunanbaev), “Think of a sci-
ence, and thanks to a science night will appear in 
the light afternoon” (Firdausi), “the Person has real-
ized that it the inhabitant of this planet, it has started 
to think and operate at planet level – and it should 
so to think and operate” (v.I. vernadsky), “the Per-
son can overtake the person only mind, character 
and honor. And all other is nonsense” (Abay).

We have noticed that it is a lot of advantage of 
the spent debates and circles. Because, if the future 
expert pays attention on enthusiasm of merits it 
shows its feature, wisdom, and eminence.

Today individual qualities of the person test 
for it: depth of outlook and life, responsibility, an 
estimation and perfection of the person, humanity, 
morals and nobleness, deep thoughts, perception of 
secrets. Kindness revival, kindness to a companion, 
honesty to the friend, knowledge of the place in a 
society and the value. Courtesy and fair intentions 
not to put a stain on authority, not to sell the honor 
for the sake of vital trifles, feeling of advantage. Ea-
gerness to fight, restraint, and ability to be on the 
ball showing respect for everything, to grow the hu-
manity. Resoluteness, innovation, ability to think, 
the activity which is not repeating individuality. 
Our ancestors eulogized such qualities and yours 
faithfully gave such titles as: wise, formed, brought 
up, the expert, skillful. In preparation of competi-
tive experts works of great thinkers as a paradise 
source. In an English proverb it is told, “If you has 
mentality, it needs to be cleverer to operate avail-
able mentality”. What qualified wasn’t the expert 
if it is inquisitive, will aspire to individuality and 
self-development we would be quiet for our future 
generation.
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The competence – based approach introduction 
to the learning (e.g. FGOS of the third generation) 
is one of the key points, in the context of the Higher 
Medical education reform in the RF. In the new 
standards structure, the students’ independent work 
role is being increased, which has already been re-
flected in the change in the ratio of the classroom 
and extracurricular hours to the first decrease and he 
second increase. It is quite a difficult challenge for 
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the junior students, who have not yet fully adapted 
to the Institute of Higher education, the College, 
and the University education system. Therefore, the 
students’ preparation process optimization goal has 
already been set to the chair staff, by means of the 
teaching methodology changing. 

So, the main components of the educational 
process structure have already been formed and 
filled with the substantial and content part: the lec-
tures, practical training and seminars, independent 
work. “The Workbook”, in which all the tasks are 
set out, has already been developed to facilitate the 
student’s work. Thus, all the necessary materials 
are available on the Internet at the University site 
chair page. 

Due to the sharp decrease in the number of the 
lecture hours, the lecture course structure, which 
now it is included only the review lecturers on the 
key sections and topics, has already been changed. 
For all this, the complete package of the lecture 
presentations is issued and is given to the students. 
The control of the lecture material mastering is be-
ing carried out, through the feedback directly dur-
ing the lecture, by means of questions and answers, 
as well as, specially, composed tests around the 
whole lecture course. 

At the practical training, the students perform 
the tasks on the physiological processes modeling, 
by means of the simulation computer software. The 
part of these tasks are practically performed by 
them at home, freeing up more additional time the 
obtained results discussion in the class. The situa-
tional challenges solution to the case of the clinical 
and physiological plan, having adapted for the pre-
clinical courses students is another part of the class-
room study. For all this, the method is practically 
used in small working groups. As the auditoriums 
are equipped by the computer equipment and have 
their access to the Internet, the students can prac-
tically use in their preparation of all the available 
materials: lectures, electronic textbooks, and manu-
als, publications in the scientific periodicals. When 
the assignments discussing, the teacher maximum 
his attention is paid to the professional competences 
formation – the ability to use the knowledge in the 
physiology for the clinical situations treatment. For 
all this, multiple repetitions of the basic concepts, 
at the same time, is practically contributed to the 
material consolidation. The psychological comfort 
conditions are being created for the students vary-
ing degrees of their readiness and qualification. So, 
the clinical material using in the tasks is significant-
ly increased the students motivation to the physi-
ological challenges study. 

The test tasks fulfillment on the studied subject 
is the obligatory component of the students’ train-
ing. The increased complexity tasks (e.g. so called, 
the advanced level), which are also discussed in 
the class, are usually being offered, especially, for 
the most successful students. The mastering of 
the minimum basic level is practically achieved, 

thanks to the simple test tasks availability, having 
covered all the key aspects of the studied section. 
So, the similar tests have already been included 
into the boundary control program and the final 
semester testing. 

The abstract messages preparation, in the 
form of the multimedia presentations on the 
analysis results of the current scientific publica-
tions reviews (e.g. as domestic, well as foreign 
ones) in the studied sections at the “Physiology” 
Chair. This is practically allowed to be actively 
involved the most talented students and, moreo-
ver, to be created the necessary development per-
spective for the less prepared ones in the learning 
process at the Chair. So, the students’ reports are 
being presented sequentially in the classrooms, 
and then at the meetings of the student scien-
tific circle, the final scientific conferences, and 
they are taken into account in the score – rating 
knowledge assessment. 

The examination in the “Normal Physiology” 
course is practically carried out in the three stages: 

1) the credit for the practical skills, in accord-
ance with the list, having recommended by the 
Ministry of Public Health of the Russian Federa-
tion (MPH RF) program and completely approved 
at the Chair (e.g. they have been presented in “The 
Workbook”); 

2) the test phase – the computer testing at the 
Chair (e.g. the similar final examination tests have 
already been presented at the NSMU site; 

3) the oral interview – the situational challeng-
es solutions (e.g. the examples and solution algo-
rithm have already been presented in “The Work-
book” and at the NSMU site). 

According to the module – rating system, for 
the “satisfactory” assessment it is quite enough the 
FGOS basic part mastering (e.g. the current and 
final testing; the ability, knowledge and practical 
skills possession, the tasks fulfillment for the self – 
reliant work, the answer to the basic questions in 
the situational challenges solution), to access the 
“good” and “excellent” assessments it is necessary 
in addition to the basic level of the advanced level 
tests solution, as well as the ability to be given the 
detailed and deep answer in the situational chal-
lenges solution (e.g. all solutions algorithms are 
quite available for the students). 

Thus, the multilevel approach to the learning 
and formation assessment of the general cultural 
and professional competences in the students is be-
ing introduced at the “Normal Physiology” Chair 
of the NSMU. So, the used system is practically 
promoted to the students’ motivation enhancement 
to study physiology, as well as the students’ skills 
development to the independent work. 
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